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FOREWORD

The jewel within
As the world adjusts, seemingly on a daily basis,
to seismic changes in financial markets, this
issue of The Point offers some relief to readers
by focusing on three topics relevant to business
leaders – supply chain management, the
growth of fractional life and nurturing talent.
In today’s unforgiving business world, the ability to attract and retain the brightest
people should be at the top of every CEO’s agenda. For most businesses, nurturing
talent is no longer optional given the costs and risks of recruiting externally. Good
businesses need a cadre of talented people, who are challenged and tested, and
from which future leaders can be chosen. See Stefan Stern’s analysis (page 12).
No one has been untouched by events in the world’s financial markets over the past
few months. The entire operating landscape for financial institutions has changed
forever. And as former senior UK banker Sir Peter Burt reminds us, the phenomenon
was as unexpected as it was unwelcome (page 20).
Tough economic conditions require creative approaches to success. One area that
lends itself to imaginative thinking is supply chain management, or procurement.
Bridgepoint established an affinity purchasing scheme seven years ago for businesses
it owns in the UK to help them to be more efficient in this area. See why making
procurement work is even more relevant today on page 3.
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A new form of consumerism is taking hold in the West – fractional life. Fresh business
models are emerging as consumers become increasingly attuned to temporary or
‘pay-as-you-go’ ownership. Read about this growing trend on page 4.
The era of cheap food is over, yet as nations become more affluent and average
incomes in developing countries grow, spending on food will increase substantially
and dietary habits will change. The story of the resulting shift in ‘food politics’ and of
the challenges behind it are explored on page 24.
Also in this issue, we examine why the transformation of the Turkish economy is
leading to significant opportunities for investment in the private sector (page 29)
and how the CEO of one of Bridgepoint’s latest healthcare investments – Diaverum
– is helping people all over the world deal with diabetes and other life-threatening
diseases (page 16).
I hope The Point continues to stimulate your interest in private equity and a range of
issues we believe are interesting and relevant. Let us know what you think I
William Jackson
is managing partner of Bridgepoint
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Clever cuts
Tough economic conditions demand
creative thinking. There are ways of
managing costs, for instance, by buying
with greater discernment.
Soaring inflation and slowing
consumer demand is a pretty
unpleasant cocktail and can mean
only one thing for businesses – a
nasty hangover for profit margins.
Whether it is the steepest
downturn since the 1990s or – as
UK Chancellor Alistair Darling
implied – the worst for 60 years,
companies across Europe are
under intense pressure to
preserve their bottom line.
The old-fashioned response was
to take an axe to the cost base.
But recent downturns saw firms
cut back indiscriminately only to
renegotiate contracts a few
months later at a higher cost.
Nowadays companies are more
innovative when it comes to
procurement. “It is a fallacy that
cutting costs in a downturn is a
good approach for long-term
business success. Companies that
emerge from a downturn in the
healthiest state are the ones that
have worked closely with their
suppliers to drive costs down,”
says David Rae, editor of
Procurement Leaders magazine.
Bridgepoint partner Patrick Fox
says he has helped several
investee companies develop
innovative procurement strategies.
“Every company is different but
there are some common themes
we have been pushing companies
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to look at,” he says. Top of his list
is the use of e-auctioning –
putting contracts out to tender
via live online bidding processes.
Fox cites the use of e-auctions by
Pets at Home, which Bridgepoint
bought in 2004. It cut its £1
million annual supply bill for dog
chews by more than 10 per cent.
“These auctions are effective
because they bring tension to the
bidding process,” he says. “It is a
full-blooded process but the end
game is much more transparent
and that brings the bidding to a
head rapidly.”

The bigger picture
Procurement need not be techbased, however, and Fox suggests
companies should focus on the
areas where they spend the most
money.
“It is about allocating resources to
the biggest part of your spend
rather than getting bogged down
on one envelope that might save
you 3p,” he says.
Similarly, companies can cut
costs simply by reducing the
number of suppliers. Encouraging
successful suppliers to bid for
other contracts can increase coordination and cut down on the
paperwork and staff hours spent
on procurement.

Bridgepoint itself has put together
a scheme that is available to all its
UK investee companies and
aggregates their collective
spending power.
Bridgepoint Affinity Purchasing
Scheme (BAPS), set up by Fox,
means companies can negotiate
with suppliers as a single entity,
covering everything from cars
to computers.
However one addresses it, the
current economic downturn
highlights the role procurement
can play, says Jonathan Michael,
managing director of JMCL
Consulting, a procurement
consultancy.
“Often you find that when people
are flying along they don’t care
about costs,” he says. “If they
have not done so already, this is
an opportunity for them to look
closely at their cost base.” I
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To own outright the products
and services we crave has been
the traditional way of life in
our consumer-capitalist
society: behaviour based on a
centuries-old model of asset
accumulation and retention,
as well as the default modus
operandi for the nation’s
brands and enterprises.
As we hurtle towards the
second decade of the new
century, this predilection for
permanent ownership will
undoubtedly linger on. But
looking to the fringes of the
markets we move in, as well as
consumer opinion on the
ground, a new challenge has
emerged to counter the timehonoured accumulate-andretain model.
There is a growing acceptance
of temporary, ‘smart’ forms of
ownership – spurred on by
expanding ‘secondary markets’
and a burgeoning list of
enterprises with temporary
ownership as their USP.
Practical and other, more deepset factors are making
‘fractional life’ an attractive
proposition for large swathes of
consumers today.
Travel to any major UK
town and the chances are you
will pass one of the many selfstorage depots on their
outskirts. They serve as a
reminder that, following a
prolonged era of
unprecedented growth in
household wealth and the easy
availability of credit, many of
us can simply no longer house
the sheer volume of
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belongings we have collected
throughout our lifetime.

Space matters
Finding space in our homes has
become a serious issue for
many. Four out of 10 adults in
the UK – 20 million people –
agree that space is at a
premium in their homes, rising
to six out of 10 in the 25- to 34year-old age bracket, a
generation for which the spacehungry family life stage is just
around the corner.
This trend of clutter aversion
provides fertile ground for
more innovative modes of
ownership to suit the whims
and wants of the aspirational
modern consumer. A lack of
space can even cauterise the
inclination to spend, and one in
four UK consumers claimed
they decided against buying
something in 2007 for this
reason. This means that
providing consumers with
flexible ways to continue
enjoying products and services
has become
a compelling and potentially
rewarding pursuit.
We have become a consumer
society for whom the urge to
physically own more things has
weakened considerably. In
1986, at the height of UK plc’s
most acquisitive years, half of
all adults said they felt they
should own more possessions –
a generation later, the figure is
closer to one in five. A
remarkable 57 per cent of
consumers say that they are
“consciously trying to buy

fewer things nowadays”.
Developments in the UK reflect
a widespread weakening of
materialistic urges in the
Nordic and Western European
consumer mindset. We now
face a reality in several of the
biggest consumer societies in
Europe in which retreating
from the consumption crucible
has become socially
destigmatised and even
glamourised – no doubt aided
by relatively recent invitations
to live in environmentally
sustainable ways.

In 1986, at the height of UK
plc’s most acquisitive
years, half of all adults said
they felt they should own
more possessions – a
generation later, the figure
is closer to one in five

Slice of life
Consumers’ materialistic
ambitions have been tempered,
as spatial restrictions, satisfied
aspirations and the growing
social stigma attached to
ostentatious or
environmentally damaging
splurges of wealth begin to
bite. There is a gradual but
dramatic shift away from the
primacy of permanent
ownership of physical goods to

Analysis:
Fractional life

the desire for intangible, shortlived and varied experiences, a
veritable necessity in timestretched yet aspirational
lifestyles. The modern
consumer’s love affair with
experience-snacking provides a
new challenge to the
companies and brands that
serve them.
With so many items on the
consumer tick-list – think of the
numerous “100 things to do
before you die” titles filling
bookshop shelves – fleeting
relationships with products,
services and experiences seem
appropriate, especially given

lifestyle, from helicopters to
handbags – and
OneNightStand.co.uk, which
hires out exclusive evening
wear, reveals a burgeoning
market for temporary treats. It
also signals strongly that even
the luxury sector could attract
new recruits with the offer of
temporary appropriation.
Some 30 per cent of posteducation adults are already
enamoured of the idea of being
able to indulge in high-end
rented goods, avoiding the
princely price tags that often
accompany them and the
expense of maintenance.

Many enterprises offering
fractional ownership are keen
to remind consumers about the
potential savings to be made.
The new generation of
convenient urban car rental
enterprises such as Zipcar and
Streetcar, for example, tell
users they need never personally
worry about depreciation,
parking permits, insurance and
servicing – not to mention the
costly carbon footprint of
actually owning a car.
In Paris, the astonishing
success of the Vélib bike rental
scheme – which in its first year
has seen an average of 120,000

The success of enterprises
such as FractionalLife.com
– where the whole glamour
lifestyle, from helicopters to
handbags, can be rented
out – reveals a burgeoning
market for temporary treats

the healthy appetite for trying
out new things: indeed, twothirds of adults agree they “feel
the need for new experiences”.

Fleeting glamour
One such experience – easily
serviced by the temporary
marketplace – may be the lure
of adopting an alternative
persona, a brief leap into a
fantasy world where fripperies
are indulged and personalities
expressed in niche and novel
ways. The relative success of
rental enterprises such as
FractionalLife.com – which
offers the whole glamour
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Money is a particularly topical
issue in the consumer mindset.
With an economic backdrop
steeped in deflated outlooks
and a dried-up credit creek, the
financial cost of ownership has
undoubtedly come into sharp
focus and consumers are more
reticent than ever about the
prospect of making big
purchases. At a time when the
volume is turned up about the
perils of living beyond our
means, temporary and
financially prudent ownership
may become an increasingly
alluring prospect.

bike trips a day – reveals how
convenient, cost-sensitive and
practical rental solutions can
flourish and even become part
of the local social fabric itself.
FractionalLife.com welcomes
consumers to a world where
they can “enjoy their lifestyle
when they want it” and pay-asthey-go for products as they are
needed. This may be particularly
enticing for those whose homes
are full of rarely used
appliances that have become
long-forgotten debits on
yellowing bank statements.

Seconds best
While innovative rental
enterprises have received much
attention in a cost-conscious
and financially testing climate,
it is perhaps consumers
themselves who are
challenging concepts of
permanent ownership most
dramatically, through their use
of secondary markets. Looking
forward, the rise and rise of
secondary consumer markets –
typically hosted online as
forums for people to trade with
each other – will continue to
alter the way we perceive our
goods. On the one hand, we
will see them as valuable
commodities that can be sold
on to willing bargain hunters
via sites such as eBay, and on
the other hand, as goods that
can be shared with others for
little or no cost, via local
community sites such as
Freecycle.
Unlocking the potential value
of those items languishing at
the back of the cupboard (a
dusty fondue set, anyone?) has
become a well-trodden pursuit
for the youthful, tech-savvy
and entrepreneurial consumer.
Half of all under-34s regularly
use websites such as eBay,
Gumtree and Freecycle,
suggesting we face a future in
which ownership of some
products and services becomes
a more fluid, transient concept
and where value is squeezed
from a product throughout its
lifecycle.
This will also be driven by the
more recent arrival of
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consumer-to-consumer sites,
such as Zilok and
RentMineOnline, through
which consumers temporarily
rent out items as diverse as
bouncy castles, accommodation
and Nintendo Wiis to people in
the vicinity.

Choice conundrum
Brief encounters also offer a
solution to that modern
malaise, the paradox of choice,
an affliction many claim to
suffer from when choosing one
product over another. Aided by
the internet, consumers have
become exposed to a truly
globalised scale of choice, a
long tail of opportunities and
endless invitations to expand
their horizons from the confines
of the local high street.

An appetite for fleeting
relationships with products and
services and the growth of
rental and secondary markets
provide consumer-facing
industries with an interesting
opportunity. For many,
outright ownership will remain
the preferred approach; but for
others, spatial restrictions,

In Paris, the
astonishing success of
the Vélib bike rental
scheme reveals how
convenient, costsensitive and practical
rental solutions can
flourish and even
become part of the
local social fabric itself

For the majority of 15- to 35year-olds who agree that whenever they make a choice, they
are “curious about what would
have happened if they had
chosen differently”, temporary
ownership serves to satisfy both
the hunger for new experience
as well as the curiosity (and, so
often, regret) of having chosen
a particular path.

financial strictures, developing
literacy in secondary markets
and a diminishing urge to own
yet more goods will make
temporary appropriation an
increasingly attractive route to
take.

The budget-conscious consumer
of the future might even
consider temporary ownership
models as a way to assuage their
itch to upgrade. With social
capital well served by keeping
abreast of developments in so
many different markets, midterm rental solutions or
‘buy-back’ schemes provide one
viable solution.

This attraction may not extend
across all products and services
but, as a route to short-lived,
budget-conscious and hasslefree experiences, becoming a
‘product guardian’ rather than
an owner chimes well with
today’s consumer mindset. It is
also a potentially rich (and
recyclable) revenue stream for
business in the years to come I

Sector
focus

We ain’t heavy

The industrials sector has traditionally been
associated with large, cumbersome
manufacturers. But the industry is evolving –
and so are the opportunities associated with it.
lobal Design
Technologies
(GDT) plays a critical
role in aircraft manufacturing.

G

It does not make the aircraft,
nor does it make the engines or
supply parts for the body.
Instead, the company makes
the couplings
that connect hydraulic pipes,
components designed to ensure
that when the pilot in the
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cockpit pulls a lever, it is
translated into a physical
action within the aircraft.
The business is in many ways
typical of the legion of
companies in the
manufacturing and industrials
sector, producing vital parts
and components that make our
world function, but which are
firmly below the radar of most
consumers.

Sector focus
We ain’t heavy

“To fully understand a
company’s opportunities,
you have to look beyond
the company itself”

GDT has other attractions too.
Each component is individually
licensed and approved by the
Federal Aviation Authority,
presenting a significant barrier
to entry for any rival
companies. The components
also have a limited life, so there
is a steady and highly
predictable replacement
market.
Manufacturing and industrials
cover a huge universe, from
aircraft components to
miniature motors used to make
headlights move on vehicles
and the highly technical parts
that go into medical
equipment. The sector includes
capital goods, chemicals,
aerospace, print, paper and
packaging.
“It is incredibly broad and
diverse, and it is possible to
pick up some very interesting
businesses, companies that
either occupy individual niches
or are in industrial segments
with very
high growth prospects,”
says Bridgepoint partner,
Graham Oldroyd.

Fast forward
The sector is also extremely
dynamic, as a large number of
industrial conglomerates have
been through a period of
restructuring and are now in
the process of selling off
businesses. In the biggest
European market, Germany,
many companies are still family
owned, but are now second- or
third-generation, and
contemplating how their
businesses will develop in the
coming decades. Bridgepoint
partner Uwe Kolb calculates
that around 8,000 companies
with more than €50 million in
revenues are thinking about
succession issues. “These
companies are facing more
global challenges and need to
professionalise. They are often
under-managed,” he says.
The same can be true of
businesses that were formerly
part of large conglomerates.
“They haven’t thought in cash
flow terms. Often huge costs
can come out. Companies that
were part of a conglomerate
are not under pressure to be
best-in-class. Once they leave
their parent company, they
often grow faster. They become
more entrepreneurial,”
he explains.
Throughout Western Europe,
much of the lower-value
manufacturing has moved to
Asia or Eastern Europe.
Companies that remain tend to
be talented in design,
engineering and innovation,
with the added ability to
outsource cleverly and
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selectively. Many of these
businesses have real growth
prospects.
“To fully understand a
company’s opportunities, you
have to look beyond the
company itself,” says Oldroyd.
“If the business is supplying the
airline industry, you ask
yourself if the aircraft market is
falling or rising.”
There are areas of clear growth
in the sector, including mining,
where huge demand from
China and India has been
driving the cost of raw
materials to record highs. This
has, in turn, driven demand for
equipment to find new sources,
extract them from the ground
and process them. A similar
logic applies to oil services,
which have benefited hugely
from the soaring price of oil.
Now exploration and
production (E&P) companies,
needing to replenish their
dwindling resources, are

beginning to extract oil from
areas that were previously
considered uneconomic. This
calls for huge investment in
new equipment, providing
another fillip to the oil services
sector.
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A bright future?
Infrastructure markets such as
energy generation and
transmission also offer huge
potential for growth. The
rapidly industrialising
economies of the developing
world are partly behind the
huge growth in infrastructure
investment, but the developed
world too needs to spend
enormous sums to replace
ageing facilities, in everything
from transport or energy
networks to bridges and flood
defences.

sizes can now be manufactured
to precise measurements, at
almost the same pace as mass
production.

Clearly, though, the industrials
and manufacturing sector is
affected by the economic cycle.
The automotive industry, for
example, has seen a huge
decline in demand, and big
American manufacturers are
suffering in particular.
Suppliers and manufacturers of
components are feeling the
pain too, as they compete over
price and suffer
A vital consideration in determining
margin erosion,
the growth prospects of a particular
while facing
company is its ability to pass on rising rising raw
material costs.
costs to customers

There is plenty of activity in
renewable energy as well, and
renewed interest in nuclear
power, both in new generation
and the decommissioning of
existing facilities. The growing
amount of money spent on
healthcare, especially in the
developed world, is another
expanding market for
industrials.
But the sector should not just
be compartmentalised
according to industry segments
– there can also be excitement
around particular types of
technology. Developments in
numerically-controlled
technology, for example,
enable manufacturers to
produce bespoke products,
instead of a one-size-fits-all
solution. Cutting tools that
once had to stick to standard

Another vital
consideration in determining
the growth prospects of a
particular company therefore,
is its ability to pass on rising
costs to customers.
“You need a unique IP that
everyone has to have. Being
selective about investments is
very, very important. There
isn’t a shortage of opportunities;
it is about finding the good
opportunities,” says Oldroyd I

Business
insight

Nurturing talent
Most businesses know they need to
encourage and incentivise their brightest
people so they remain – and stay
motivated. But nurturing talent is easier
said than done and many companies
grapple with the challenge.
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Business insight
Nuturing talent

hen those clever people
at McKinsey first
coined the phrase ‘the
war for talent’ more than 10
years ago, even they might not
have anticipated the extent to
which managers would still be
agonising over their ‘talent
pipeline’ a decade later.

W

But the debate on talent
predates even McKinsey’s
important work. For a long
time, companies have declared
their people to be their ‘biggest
asset’. Some may have actually
come to believe this. But few
are effective in this area and
fewer still are acting as though
their commercial
“So much of the talk about lives depend on
talent management has been doing so.

like putting lipstick on a pig”

A survey carried
out by the
Economist Intelligence Unit
(EIU) for management
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development consultancy DDI
earlier this year showed that
executives around the world
doubt their ability to convert
all this grand talk about talent
into profitable action.
According to the responses of
more than 400 business
leaders, only 20 per cent
devote any serious time to the
issue and about 10 per cent
review progress on talent
management at board level.
Yet 85 per cent of respondents
agree with the contention that
talent is as important a
business priority as any other.
This mismatch, between lofty
aims and depressing reality,
may well be unfortunate. But it
is fairly predictable, says
Edward Lawler, professor at
the Marshall School of
Business, University of
Southern California. Lawler’s

Business insight
Nuturing talent

new book, Talent: making
people your competitive
advantage, takes a systematic
look at what businesses need to
do to close the gap between
rhetoric and action.
“So much of the talk about
talent management has been
like putting lipstick on a pig,”
Professor Lawler says. “There
has been a superficial attempt
to value talent more but, in
reality, it has not been
coherent. A systematic

vacated. It takes time to
develop a true pipeline of
talent, people who will be
ready to make the big step up
to a leadership job. But by the
time these new people are
required, it is too late to start
grooming them to succeed. The
process has to begin much
earlier.”

There have traditionally been
two schools of thought as far as
preparing future talent for roles
at the top is concerned: the
open and
closed
Going out into the market to bring fresh
models.

talent into your organisation is expensive
and risky. Growing your own takes longer,
but is more reliable and cost-efficient
approach to talent requires
companies to become ‘human
capital-centric’ – that is,
genuinely committed to the
effective acquisition,
development, deployment,
retention and performance of
talent.”
This is a daunting list. And yet
if businesses are going to get
serious about talent, they have
to devote more management
time to the subject.
The short-term crisis for many
businesses concerns talent at
the top end of the firm:
leadership and succession
planning. As Steve Newhall,
vice president for DDI in
Europe, says: “You see some
businesses where several key
leadership roles are assigned to
the same high-potential
executive, were any of the
positions suddenly to be
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In the closed
(and more
oldfashioned) approach, an
organisational chart was kept
by the chief executive and one
or two trusted colleagues. This
chart mapped out the privileged
future destinies of a select few
employees. The ‘org chart’ of
succession described an orderly
and predictable process which
would be realised in good time.

The details of this succession
plan would be shared on a ‘need
to know’ basis, with the lucky
winners getting a tap on the
shoulder at the right time. Even
today, there are firms that
maintain high levels of secrecy
about those whom the current
leadership sees as high-potential
future leaders. This may be
rather naïve, in reality, since it is
almost impossible to keep that
sort of information confidential
for long. It is, after all, pretty
clear when certain rising stars
are being favoured above others.

The alternative approach is to
be much more explicit about
which colleagues the company
sees as being among its future
leadership team. This should
benefit both the ‘high-potential’
candidates who are selected
and people elsewhere in the
organisation, who can see what
sort of qualities and types of
behaviour are being sought and
rewarded. A more open
leadership development
programme might involve a
series of stretching, fast-track
assignments which expose
future leaders to as many parts
of the business as possible,
while allowing time for
younger managers to develop
expertise in chosen areas.
So much for the theory of
talent management. But how is
it being practised around the
world today? The EIU report
featured front-line accounts
from leading executives and
asked what talent management
means to these individuals.
Majdi Abulaban is managing
director for auto parts maker
Delphi Packard, which is based
in China. He is under no
illusions about the demands on
his time that come from the
war for talent.
“I’m constantly talking to my
people about how they’re
running their businesses and
about their employees,” he
says. “More than 50 per cent of
our time is looking at our talent
and how we’re progressing. In
a growing region, we are also
looking at accountability,
stepping up areas where we

have not made the right
choices and have put the wrong
people in the wrong place.
“We are totally focused on
retaining what we have, and
spend a lot of time looking
inside our middle to lower
management teams to
incentivise them to stay and
give them the right
opportunities for
development,” he adds. “We
spend a tremendous amount of
time on that to ensure we have
the right pipeline.”
In essence, talent is central to
Delphi’s prospects. “I’ve
always look at the people and
continued to be convinced that
think about what I can do to
the way to
develop them, improve their
run the business is to push
skills, give them the coaching
responsibility down to the
they need.”
working level and empower,
empower, empower,” says
And Joe Hogan, who runs GE
Abulaban. David Novak,
Healthcare in the UK, obsesses
chairman and chief executive
about having
of Yum!
enough
Brands –
Only 20 per cent of business
leadership
which
leaders devote serious time
talent in place
owns KFC, to talent management. Yet 85 for when those
Taco Bell
per cent of respondents agree unexpected job
and Pizza
changes
that talent is as important a
Hut – says
business priority as any other suddenly come
a large
about.
part of his
“When you have a major
job is to be on the constant
leadership position open in a
lookout for management talent
vacuum, it’s incredible how
and working out how to
performance can suffer,” he
develop it further.
says. “What’s important is that
“Every opportunity is a chance
when you have the loss of a
to coach, develop and share
leader, you have to find a very
what you’ve learned with
capable leader to put in as soon
somebody else, get a
as you possibly can because it’s
perspective on somebody,
a disruptive time for a team.
assess their potential and their
Leadership changes are
development needs,” he says.
something I constantly worry
“Any time I go into a meeting, I
about because I’ve known how
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many times those kind of
changes have affected the
overall financial or strategic
performance of our business.”
The unforgiving pace of
business today means that key
vacancies have to be filled fast.
But going out into the market
to bring fresh talent into your
organisation is expensive and
risky. Growing your own takes
longer, but is more reliable and
cost-efficient. In the global era,
running lots of foreign
divisions with expats is not a
sensible long-term strategy –
companies and commercial
organisations have to develop
home-grown leadership talent
in those markets as well.
The key point is adequate
preparation. Those businesses
that really want to have a cadre
of talented leaders ready to
step into high-pressure posts all
around
the world need to start doing
something about it now. There
is no time like the present I

FACE
to
FACE

The Norse star
Swedish-born
Dag Andersson is
charming, approachable
and a keen cook. He is
also driven, ambitious
and determined to
double the size of
Bridgepoint-backed
Diaverum by 2011.
16

D

ag Andersson began his working life unloading bananas in
Gothenburg harbour at the age of 15. Subsequently, he spent time in
Madrid, London and various parts of Sweden pursuing a career that
included a spell at the world’s leading manufacturer of ball bearings,
SKF, and several years with medical equipment maker Mölnlycke
Health Care.

Andersson left Mölnlycke in the spring of 2007 and spent the summer pursuing a
variety of different interests and taking several long holidays. By the beginning of
this year, he was back at work, as chief executive of Bridgepoint-backed Diaverum.
“When I met the Bridgepoint team, I was impressed with their thinking and
reasoning,” says Andersson. He has worked with private equity firms before and
enjoys working with Bridgepoint. “They are truly business-minded. And they
know a lot about our company,” he says.
Diaverum provides dialysis treatment and was something of a departure for
Andersson. “There is no product at Diaverum. What we manufacture is service,” he
explains.
The company was originally part of Swedish healthcare group Gambro, but it
became independent in the summer of 2007, when Bridgepoint bought the
business from its parent. The division was initially called Gambro Healthcare, but
it was renamed Diaverum and relocated to a more central, European location.
“We were in Lund, near Gothenburg but Lund is Gambro and we needed to create
a separate identity. I was keen to move to London but we don’t do that much
business yet in the UK; it is very expensive and the infrastructure is a real
challenge. Munich is at the centre of Europe and it has excellent transport links. It
is also the city most Germans want to
live in,” says Andersson.
“I don’t believe it is possible to
The city’s location and infrastructure
are already providing tangible
benefits. “Country managers across
Europe can come here in the morning
and leave on the same day. That was
almost impossible when we were in
Lund,” says Andersson.

have a work/life balance once you
reach a certain level in most jobs. I
feel constantly guilty about it but I
think the trick is to accept that
there is not a balance”

Accessibility is an important issue for Diaverum. The company provides dialysis
treatment to 14,000 patients in 14 different countries. Its biggest division is in
Argentina, but there are treatment centres in a range of locations, including
Western Europe, Uruguay and Australia.
“We are keen to expand in South America, Eastern Europe and possibly the Middle
East. Our aim is to double the number of patients between 2007 and 2011. Of
course, we have to balance speed of expansion with quality of service but I am
confident that we can do that,” says Andersson.
The company’s main customers are state health services which outsource an
increasing number of treatments to specialist operators such as Diaverum.
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“The market is growing. Health
services are recognising that
they cannot be good at
everything. Dialysis is highly
specialised and most hospitals
find it impossible to provide
every type of treatment.
Outsourcing is even happening
in Sweden, where everything
has traditionally come from the
state,” says Andersson.
“But using us is actually about
25 per cent cheaper for
hospitals. We have larger
volumes so we can procure
more cheaply and our
overheads are more spread
out,” he adds.
Not only are more hospitals
employing the services of
private companies for dialysis,
but more people are suffering
from kidney failure. “It comes
from diabetes, high blood
pressure and other chronic
diseases, many of which are
becoming more prevalent in
our society, unfortunately,”
explains Andersson.
Andersson spent much of his
career at Mölnlycke, which
provides products and services
to the healthcare market and
was also under private equity
ownership.
“It is important for me to work
in a company that is making
people’s lives better. When you
are in a job that is helping
people, it is much more
rewarding. I could never work
for a tobacco company, for
instance. I just could not be part
of a business that kills people. It
sounds brutal but that is what
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they do,” he
says.

This dedication
comes at a
price, however.
Andersson is
away from
home around
three days a
week on
average and
admits his
work/life
balance is rather askew.

“It is important for me to
work in a company that
is making people’s lives
New broom better. When you are in a
job that is helping
Andersson has
only been at
people, it is much more
Diaverum since rewarding. I could never
the beginning of work for a tobacco
the year but he
company, for instance”
has already
made several changes within
the company. “Success is all
about having people in an
organisation who fit with the
culture and the values and want
to be part of the team. I have
brought in lots of new country
managers and recruited a
number of new people across
the company. I have tried to
mix nationalities and gender, so
we are now about 50:50 men
and women. That is what is
expected in Sweden and it feels
right,” he says.
There are 4,700 employees
altogether at Diaverum and
Andersson makes a point of
getting out to meet them. “You
have to be visible as the CEO. If
I spent all my time at my desk, I
wouldn’t be in this job. It just
wouldn’t work,” he says.

“I don’t believe it is possible to
have a work/life balance once
you reach a certain level in
most jobs. I feel constantly
guilty about it but I think the
trick is to accept that there is
not a balance.
“I met my wife at the Stockholm
School of Economics and for
many years she worked fulltime but when we moved to the
UK, she stopped working and
now she doesn’t work. Sweden
is one of the most egalitarian
countries in the world and
normally both partners work,
but it would have been
impossible for us to manage like
that. On the other hand, when I
am at home, I do as much as I
can. I buy groceries and cook
and whenever we have dinner

parties, I do everything,” says
Andersson. The guilt about
being at home less frequently
than he would like is countered
by great job satisfaction.

player in every country in
which the company operates
and to have at least 1,000
patients per country. He says
Diaverum distinguishes itself
from the competition because it
is exclusively patient-focused.

“I truly enjoy what I do. I love
the job. It is very dynamic.
“We don’t have any products so
Things happen all the time and
we can focus entirely on
I have to make a lot of quick
providing the best possible
decisions, which I really like. I
service to our patients. We are
also really like leading people.
also very clearIt is wonderful
minded when we
to have people “We are keen to expand
buy a new clinic.
around you
in South America,
We have a 100who are doing
Eastern Europe and
day plan so we
a great job. I
possibly the Middle East. know exactly
enjoy working
Our aim is to double the what we need to
with a team
number
of patients
do when we go in
and having
between
2007 and 2011” and we get on
lots of
and do it,” he
discussions
explains.
and debates. But at the end of
the day, everyone knows that if
there is no decision, I make a
Healthy concerns
decision,” he says.
Working with sick people has
Andersson is also keen to
made Andersson more
motivate his workforce and
conscious of his own mortality.
points to a recent survey that
“When you are young, say in
showed more than 80 per cent
your 20s and 30s, you don’t
of employees are not engaged
really think about getting old
when they are at work.
and what it means. But I have
now become much more
“That is awful, isn’t it? I think it
healthy. I exercise a lot,
is terribly important to engage
running, climbing, going to the
the people you work with by
gym, playing tennis and lots of
sharing a vision, letting them
outdoor activities. Also, I don’t
understand the strategy and
eat sweets or desserts, ever. I
bringing people together from
have a very sweet tooth but I
different countries and different
just don’t eat sweet things
parts of the group. You need
anymore,” he says.
communication, clarity and
visibility,” he says.
Andersson does not spend all
his free time doing aerobic
Over the next few years,
exercise, however. “I love to
Andersson has big plans for
cook and I really like watching
Diaverum, aiming to be the
television. My wife is very fond
number one or number two
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of the BBC,” he says.
Andersson has three children, a
nine-year-old girl and two
teenage boys. While his
daughter has joined the family
in Munich, his sons are being
educated at Harrow, one of the
UK’s best-known boarding
schools. “We lived in England
for a while and my sons went to
prep school there. My eldest
told me he really wanted to go
to an English boarding school
and I said ‘okay’,” says
Andersson.
The decision did not take much
soul-searching: it chimes with
Andersson’s personal philosophy.
“If you are born and bred in
Sweden, you live in the same
area and go to the same school
all your life. For some people,
that is good enough. But I think
if you have a chance to try
something unusual, you should
go for it,” he explains I
Name: Dag Andersson
Age: 46
Nationality: Swedish
Family: Married with three
children
Education:
Stockholm School of
Economics and INSEAD

Most important lesson
learnt: Life is short
Biggest regret: Not
appreciating my parents and
close family enough when I
was younger
Car:
Renting a hybrid Lexus but
will probably buy a Saab or a
Volvo

Greatest achievement:
Marrying my wife

my
“ In
opinıon...

Lessons for
the future
Leading banks in Europe and the US
have been brought to their knees over
recent months. Sir Peter Burt, former
chief executive of Bank of Scotland
and deputy chairman of HBOS, says
radical changes to accounting rules,
regulation and taxation are now
needed.
20
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hen things go wrong, it is all too easy to point the finger and blame
someone or something. So, in recent weeks, hedge funds have been
described as spivs and speculators; highly paid bankers have been
castigated; and criticism has been levelled at regulators, central bankers and
political leaders.

W

In truth, no single factor or faction was to blame for the collapse and nearcollapse of many financial institutions. “Irrational exuberance” went unchecked
for too long, the bubble grew larger and larger and finally it burst. It is easy to say
that we should have seen it coming. The reality is that no one saw it coming, and
certainly no one took measures to prevent it happening.
With hindsight, which is a wonderful thing, the crisis is probably the result of a
series of mistakes by management, regulators, accountants, politicians and
central bankers, all underpinned by basic human nature.

Behind the curve
Regulators were perhaps not really up to speed with the impact of new techniques
and financial instruments. The massive rise in the use of off-balance sheet
vehicles, for example, allowed asset price inflation to go unchecked by the need to
maintain capital ratios. Basel II, which is
If the IASB were forecasting the weather, designed to monitor banks’ capital adequacy,
perhaps they would be telling us that because addresses assets on the balance sheet but it
it is raining today, it will be raining forever does not adequately control off-balance
sheet instruments and exposures.
In fact, I wonder whether anything can truly be described as “off-balance sheet”.
The current crisis has been compounded by off-balance sheet assets being brought
back onto balance sheets to protect banks’ reputations. This has exacerbated the
squeeze on banks’ liquidity.
If off-balance sheet assets had been more transparent, it would have been obvious
that many of them were much less well capitalised than they appeared. And this
might have reduced their “irrational exuberance”.
Accountancy changes have been unhelpful too. Banks used to be able to make
general provisions in their accounts. These allowed banks to set aside capital in
good times that could be drawn down in hard times. Bank of Scotland used to
make provisions equivalent to 1 per cent of any increase in risk assets on the
balance sheet. The provision was not tax-allowable, so it was equivalent to 1½ per
cent. Accountants hated it though, because they said it was artificial profitsmoothing. They never explained why profit-smoothing was such a bad thing –
seven fat years do tend to be followed by seven lean years. But the IASB is very
keen on accounts giving a picture of the value of a business on the basis that it
was going to be wound up tomorrow. Accounts surely should give an indication
of what businesses are worth as going concerns.
Economic theory used to say that share values were the net present value of
expected dividends to infinity. Instead, today there is this focus on marking-to-
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market. If the IASB were forecasting the weather, perhaps they would be telling
us that because it is raining today, it will be raining forever. Although that has
seemed the case quite often this summer, it probably is not accurate. As many
have pointed out, looking back to the mid-80s and the LDC (less-developedcountry) crisis, if banks such as Lloyds, Bank of America, Citibank, Chase and
others had been made to mark to market in the 1980s, they would all have been
insolvent because the Latin American debt market price was so low. But the rules
were different then and they were given time to earn their way out. Look at these
banks now – Lloyds TSB is taking over HBOS and Bank of America has bought
Merrill Lynch.

The long-term view

If there is one thing
that the financial
crisis has made plain
it is that shorttermism creates
problems

There is a short-term approach to taxation as
well. In Britain, capital gains tax is the same
whether a gain is realised in 10 minutes or 10
years. Any UK-based taxpayers which shortsold HBOS and made a killing in a few hours
will have to pay 18 per cent capital gains tax. A private equity investor buying into
a company and supporting its growth over a number of years has to pay CGT at
the same rate. This seems completely irrational. If the CGT were tapered,
investors would be encouraged to hold onto assets for longer.
There has been a lot of criticism levelled at bankers’ “obscene” bonuses. There is
nothing wrong with rewarding performance, but employees should be given their
bonuses in shares and penalised if they sell out early. That means their interests
are more closely aligned with other stakeholders. That is not foolproof – Lehman’s
staff owned 30 per cent of Lehmans and have lost their savings. But at least the
moral hazard risk was covered.
Overall, if there is one thing that the financial crisis has made plain it is that shorttermism creates problems. Regulation, accounting rules and tax legislation should
encourage management teams and other stakeholders to take a long-term
approach to business.
Keynes suggested in his General Theory that perhaps shares should be made
illiquid on the accurate argument that liquidity does not exist for the market as a
whole. He decided against it on the basis that individuals (who were the major
investors with whom he was concerned in that section) would have valid reasons
for selling and so absolute illiquidity was unworkable. But perhaps a variant on
his suggestion might make sense today.
Looking forward, central banks could do more to help. In the 1970s, for example,
the Bank of England gave an explicit guarantee that no clearing bank or accepting
house would be allowed to fail. As a result, none of the banks experienced a run
on their deposit base. Today, the UK government has said that deposits up to
£50,000 are safe. In reality, however, no large bank is going to be allowed to fail,
so why not make the underpinning explicit again? This would bring back trust
and would encourage banks to start lending to each other – and to the outside
world I
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FUTURE
THINKING

Food for thought
Cheap food has been a given for years in
the developed world. But times are
changing and prices are rising. Futurologist
James Bellini examines the story behind the
change and what lies ahead.

ur world is being
reshaped by convergent
points that will affect
key areas of our daily lives over
the next decade and more. As
these changes occur, the vital
statistics of food – where it
comes from, who consumes it,
how much it costs – will be
radically transformed.

O

First, affluent European
citizens are ageing steadily.
People aged over 55 already
outnumber children – a first in
our social history. The fastestgrowing age group is now the
over-90s. In Britain alone, the
number of centenarians is
climbing fast, from just 400
people in 1911 to 9,000 today,
with a projected figure of
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40,000 by 2031. The
populations of European
countries are also falling: by
2050, Italy, for example, will
have 20 million fewer people
than today. This means there
will probably be fewer farmers,
continuing the massive
depopulation of European land
that began half a century ago.
In the 1950s in France, for
example, 26 per cent of the
population worked on farms,
while today that figure is 4 per
cent and falling.
Other long-term trends are also
changing the rules for the
global food industry. After
generations of secure food
supplies and decent prices, we
are entering a new era of

uncertainty. Two key factors lie
behind this shift. First, 90 per
cent of all new mouths to feed
over the next half-century will
be in the developing world,
many of them in Asia.
Secondly, for the first time in
history, more of the world’s
people now live in towns than
work the land. In 1800 only 2
per cent of humankind lived in
urban environments; by 2050 it
is estimated to be 70 per cent or
even higher. So we have moved
from a farming, food-producing
world to a city-based, foodconsuming world.

pattern. As a consequence,
consumption habits will
change dramatically. Families
in these countries will buy their
first car, fridge and washing
machine. They will take their
first proper holidays and buy
better clothes. Above all, they
will eat differently.

economies. Vietnam and other
smaller nations are also
enjoying boom conditions and
the entire region will
dominate the growth in future
demand for key foodstuffs.

Asia is expected to represent
52 per cent of the increase in
demand for cereals and 58 per
cent of the increase in demand
for meat over the next decade
Affluent diets
or so. If this soaring demand
for food is not met by growth
As Asia becomes richer,
in production, prices will go
spending on food will increase
through the roof. Worryingly,
substantially and dietary
yields of cereal production
habits will change. Between
worldwide have been falling
now and 2025, the amount
steadily, and we
While Europe shrinks,
seem to be
India and China alone
China accounts for more than half the
running out of
will be home to nearly
globe’s output of pork, a third of its
arable land on
3 billion people by
2050.
horticultural production and 30 per cent of which to grow
more food in the
its rice. Overall, it is a net exporter of food
These two economies
future. The
are also growing at an
number of
astonishing rate. Recent
hectares of available land per
spent on food for China’s
projections suggest that India
person has fallen from 7.5 in
millions is set to quadruple.
will overtake the EU in total
1900 to 1.8 today and a
China and India already have
GDP by around 2040, while
projected 1.3 in 2050. China
an immense appetite for basic
China will catch up with
itself has 20 per cent of the
food commodities: between
Europe by 2023 and pass the
them they consume 50 per
world’s people but only 10 per
US by 2040.
cent of the world’s rice, 30 per
cent of its useable farmland.
cent of its tea and 28 per cent
Between now and 2020,
Does this mean a future of
of its wheat. By 2030, China is
developing countries will see
high-cost food? Certainly, the
expected to absorb
average incomes grow at
upward spiral of food prices in
two-thirds of the world’s 2006
double the rate of the old
Britain over the past couple of
grain harvest. Meanwhile,
industrial world and their
years, and bigger supermarket
their increasingly affluent
middle classes are set to
bills for the average family,
consumers are moving over to
expand dramatically. McKinsey
suggest the tide is turning. But
more protein-based diets.
forecasts for China illustrate
a closer look at the global
Within two years, China is
the point. By 2011, China’s
picture reveals a slightly more
forecast to be importing $4.5
lower middle class will number
complex situation.
billion worth of protein. It
around 290 million. By 2025,
already accounts for a third of
For a start, the image of China
this figure will have reached
the world’s fish consumption.
520 million, with an estimated
devouring the world’s future
total disposable income of £1
food supplies is misplaced. In
China and India are not the
trillion. India will see a similar
fact, China is a colossal food
only burgeoning Asian
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Future thinking
Food

producer, accounting for more
than half the globe’s output of
pork, a third of its
horticultural production and
30 per cent of its rice. Its
output of meat has climbed by
500 per cent since 1985.
Overall, it is a net exporter of
food. And its government has
ambitious plans to make sure
it can feed its people in years
to come. Plans were recently
announced to increase annual
grain output to 500 million
tons by 2010 and to more than
540 million tons by 2020. As it
happens, the world is awash
with wheat: globally, the
2008/09 harvest is on track to
hit 656 million tons, 8 per cent
ahead of last year and the
biggest on record.

Post-carbon farming
But even if the demand/supply
curves for key foodstuffs can
be kept in kilter in the years
ahead, food producers face
major challenges for another
long-term reason –
sustainability. The agri-food
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industry has gained a
reputation in recent times for
being wasteful, unhealthy and
ruthless. This, in itself, is
unsustainable. Change is
already underway, but it will
gather momentum in the
coming years.

eat only the produce of the
seasons, available close to
home. With rocketing fuel and
energy costs, that sentiment
starts to make a lot of sense.
Another issue is the resourceintensity of industrial
agriculture. It takes 2,400
litres of water to produce a
150g hamburger; a 70g tomato
takes 13 litres. Processing,
packaging and chilling

Farming methods will have to
change, as will food
distribution systems. Within
the sustainability lobby, there
is a growing focus on
the idea of
It takes 2,400 litres of water to
‘localisation’, that is,
produce a 150g hamburger;
building market ecosystems that are local to a 70g tomato takes 13 litres
communities. This has
immense implications for the
prepared meals can exceed the
future of the modern food
CO2 emissions of all the
industry.
country’s food miles. In a
typical supermarket, half the
More than 30 per cent of the
electricity consumption goes
trucks on British roads are
to keeping chilled foods cool.
transporting food. They do so
Sustainability will be top of
because our culture feeds off
the agenda of the food
year-round food availability,
business as we build a postwith asparagus shipped in
carbon economy over coming
from Peru, basil from Israel
decades. This means long-term
and strawberries from Kenya
commitment by the food
in cold winter months.
industry, and serious
Localisation says we should
investment.

The sustainability agenda also
offers attractive possibilities in
areas such as eco-packaging or
the design, construction and
management of green
buildings and facilities. Lowenergy systems, technologies
and devices and renewable
energy sources will be in
demand, too, as well as
forestry redevelopment and
water conservation.

Green is good

In 1800 only 2 per cent
of humankind lived in
urban environments; by
2050 it will be 70 per
cent or even higher. So
we have moved from a
farming, foodproducing world to a
city-based foodconsuming world
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The changing context for food
does create a number of
opportunities. Major foodproducing countries will enjoy
favourable terms of trade and
so will their food-related
enterprises. Top of the wheat
export league are the US,
Australia and Canada. Top in
beef exports are Brazil,
Australia, Argentina and even
India. China and EU countries
such as France are major
players in global food. Then
there are leading-edge food
technologies, such as new
ventures in biotechnology,
‘pharma-plant’ R&D, highyield seed research,
nano-science and nonchemical agri-products.

In the longer term, food ecosystems are likely to involve
ventures around seasonal and
‘high-tech’ produce grown
locally; healthy and affordable
‘fast food’ and businesses
based on the rediscovery of
traditional food products with
a ‘local’ spin.
Great shifts in the human
condition occur rarely. The
Renaissance, for example, laid
the foundations of modern
Europe after centuries of
darkness. The world is now
being carried along by another
step change – in technology,
social relations and the
making of wealth. The future
of food should be added to this
mix I
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REGIONAL
FOCUS
TURKEY

Open for
business
The Turkish economy is in the
midst of transformational change.
There may be teething problems
along the way but there are
numerous opportunities across
the burgeoning private sector.
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Regional focus
Turkey

For years, Turkey was an economic outcast, floundering on the edge of
Europe and suffering from too much debt, too little growth and
perpetual political instability. But times have changed, dramatically.
Nothing more clearly illustrates
the sea change than the
purchase two years ago of the
major high street bank,
Finansbank, by National Bank
of Greece. The purchase
shocked many in the global
finance community since they
assumed, wrongly, that the two
countries were still sworn
enemies. But the reaction of
Turkey’s own populace was
even more unexpected.
Traditionally fiercely
nationalistic, they greeted the
sale with little more than a
collective shrug of: “Why not?”
But then, it has been quite a
decade. Apart from the
emergence of former foe
Greece as the strongest
supporter of Turkey’s ongoing
EU membership bid, 2001 saw
the country teeter on the brink
of economic collapse, only to
storm back a few years later. By
2004, GDP growth hit an
unprecedented 9.4 per cent,
astounding even the country’s
most vocal champions.
The overall picture is extremely
positive. GDP increased by 7 per
cent on average between 2002
and 2007, while output shot up
by over 30 per cent, and
inflation dropped by two-thirds
to its current rate of just under
11 per cent. Even more
encouraging, there has been a
more than 20-fold increase in
foreign direct investment, from
less than US$2 billion in 2003 to
around US$22 billion last year.
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Stable
government
Political stability
has been the key
to such exemplary
performance.
Following
elections in 2002,
the country’s first
single-party
government in
more than 10
The Bosphorus Bridge was built in 1973 and is the fourth longest
years took power. in the world, and the first to connect Europe to Asia
The AK Party and
Prime Minister
facilitated economic growth,”
Recep Tayyip Erdogan have
says Bridgepoint partner
been prepared to stick with the
Alastair Gibbons.
fiscal discipline required by the
The commitment to
IMF rescue plan instituted in
privatisation has been
2001. Equally importantly, they
important, too. Revenues from
have had the strength to force
the sale of state enterprises
through much-needed reforms,
over the past five years have
including a complete overhaul
exceeded US$28 billion, which
of the banking sector.
is four times the sum raised
While the previous decade saw
over the previous two decades.
more than 20 Turkish banks
collapse through
Turkish consumers are realising
mismanagement, the
that private ownership brings more
AK Party era has seen
foreign institutions
effective management, greater
queuing up to buy into
investment and, most importantly,
an admirably healthy
a vastly improved service
sector. Currently, 11 of
Turkey’s 25 high street
banks and four of the country’s
And there have been several
14 investment banks have
highly successful sales,
majority foreign owners.
including state behemoths such
“The single party government
has brought political stability
while their adherence to IMF
guidelines and cleaning up of
the banking sector has

as the national phone
company, Türk Telekom, and
steel producer Erdemir. Future
privatisation candidates include
power plants, electricity and

gas distribution companies and
water companies as well as the
operating rights to state-owned
airports, highways, the two
Bosphorus bridges and the
highly profitable national
lottery, the Milli Piyango.

standards, and the private
sector is playing a key role in
this process, which is
transforming the country
beyond recognition. The
private sector is in transition,
too. Highly successful family
firms, which make up the
backbone of the economy, are
beginning to realise that, in a
liberalised and increasingly
globalised market, continued
success relies on their ability to
change with the times. Initially,
the trend was to bring in top

Revenue from privatisation has
been a major contributor to the
funding of infrastructure
projects, ranging from new rail
lines and highways, through to
tunnels under the Bosphorus
and a third Bosphorus bridge.
All these projects will
help Turkey
Initially, private companies
domestically, but they
brought in top international
will also allow the
country to take greater
players as strategic minority
advantage of its position
partners, but increasingly they
at the crossroads of
are opting to sell control yet
Europe, the Middle East
retain a minority stake to reap a
and the Caspian and
Black Sea littorals.
share of the benefits

Private virtues
None of these advances would
have been possible without
widespread public acceptance
of the sale of what were once
viewed as key national assets.
Turkish consumers are realising
that private ownership brings
more effective management,
greater investment and, most
importantly in the case of Türk
Telekom, a vastly improved
service.
The revolution in public
thinking lies at the heart of
what economists are calling
‘The Turkish Miracle’. And the
willingness to embrace change
is also facilitating the country’s
EU accession process. Myriad
legislative changes are needed
to bring Turkey in line with EU
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international players as
strategic minority partners, but
increasingly companies are
opting to sell control yet retain
a minority stake to reap a share
of the benefits.
“They’ve taken the business as
far as they can and are ready to
sell, but want to retain a stake
for themselves – that’s where
we come in,” says Gibbons. Just
as you can’t make an omelette
without breaking eggs,
however, rapid reform and
change do not come without
their own problems. The
government has a tough year
ahead, dealing with opposition
to policies, ranging from
liberalisation of the economy to
greater freedom of expression.

Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan

But while the often bizarre
machinations of Turkish
politics might shock casual
foreign observers, local analysts
smile and point to the figures.
The government may change,
and growth may slow to
around 4.5 per cent for a few
years, they say, but with Turkey
having little exposure to the
credit crunch affecting the West
and still offering good returns
for investors, there is every
reason to be optimistic. The
smart money is still on FDI
topping $30 billion by 2012 and
this optimism is based on a
simple assumption: the benefits
of good governance in recent
years have been self-evident.
No one would be foolish
enough to spoil the party I

THE
BOTTOM
LINE

The edited version
Theo Paphitis has run a series of businesses, ranging from
Ryman to La Senza. He is also one of the dragons on Dragons’
Den. But writing an autobiography was one of the hardest projects he has ever undertaken.
Books are not really my thing. For a start, I’m dyslexic –
so reading and writing have never been my strong
points.

note. You don’t want to sound maudlin, you don’t want
to sound cheesy and you certainly don’t want to upset
anyone.

I am also quite cynical so when I was approached to
write my autobiography, my immediate response was
‘no’. I’d always vowed never to write a book – I didn’t
think my life was interesting enough and I had no idea
what to put in and what to leave out.

So you have to be diplomatic but you also have to
think about your readers. Everyone has their own
reasons for buying biographies. I was chairman of
Millwall football club for eight years and lots of readers
said there wasn’t enough football in the book.

But I went back on my word in the end. The publishers
offered me a ridiculous amount of money – which
didn’t tempt me but did tempt the trustees of my
charity, the Theo Paphitis Charitable Trust.

Others said there was too much! You just can’t please
everyone – certainly not when you are editing your
own life. (Not that you are the final editor in these
kinds of projects. About 90 pages were taken out of
my book in the end, and most of them were about
football.)

Writing an autobiography is dangerous work. You upset
other people and you upset yourself. I thought I’d been
quite discreet but I still managed to hurt some people
and offend others.
I didn’t expect to upset myself though. I’m not a great
fan of psychoanalysis and I didn’t want to use the book
as some kind of prolonged therapy session. But when
you write an autobiography, you have to talk about the
past and, like most people, I’d kept quite a lot buried
for years.
Digging it out was difficult, particularly when it came to
thinking about my childhood. As a kid, you tend to
accept your lot and get on with it: as an adult with
children of your own, you gain a different perspective.
But when you write about your life, you have to decide
what to do about your problems; leave them in or
excise them completely. Either way, you have to think
about them – and that can be very unsettling.
I reckon you need to put in the good and the bad so
some of the bad went in. And it was quite cathartic,
like clearing out a memory bank. If your mind is your
hard drive, writing stuff down is like doing a back-up.
You just don’t have to think about any of it any more.
But writing an autobiography has to include your
family and that’s when it is hard to strike the right
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Anyway, overall it is well worth doing, even if it is
painful at times. In fact, I’m seriously thinking about
another book and this time, it will be all my own work.
Enter the Dragon was written jointly with a professional
wordsmith.
I wrote down some stuff longhand and he typed away
on a keyboard.
I was worried about doing it all myself because my
spelling is such rubbish. Now I realise it doesn’t matter
– someone else can check the spelling; the important
thing is to get your ideas down on paper.
This book will be more reflective. The last one was
knocked out in a couple of months so there was not a
lot of time for thoughtful observations. But I’m going
to spend longer on the next one. I’ve already started
jotting things down and I’ll probably start writing in
earnest at the end of the year.
I’ve done a lot of things in my life and there’s a lot
more I still want to do. I would like to share my views
with people and get my thoughts straight, too. Writing
the first book was a challenge, but I learnt a lot from it.
And it’s a bit like business. The second venture is
almost bound to be better than the first I

